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How populations and species respond to modified environmental conditions

is critical to their persistence both now and into the future, particularly given

the increasing pace of environmental change. The process of adaptation to

novel environmental conditions can occur via two mechanisms: (1) the

expression of phenotypic plasticity (the ability of one genotype to express

varying phenotypes when exposed to different environmental conditions),

and (2) evolution via selection for particular phenotypes, resulting in the

modification of genetic variation in the population. Plasticity, because it acts

at the level of the individual, is often hailed as a rapid-response mechanism

that will enable organisms to adapt and survive in our rapidly changing

world. But plasticity can also retard adaptation by shifting the distribution

of phenotypes in the population, shielding it from natural selection. In

addition to which, not all plastic responses are adaptive—now well-documen-

ted in cases of ecological traps. In this theme issue, we aim to present a

considered view of plasticity and the role it could play in facilitating or hinder-

ing adaption to environmental change. This introduction provides a

re-examination of our current understanding of the role of phenotypic

plasticity in adaptation and sets the theme issue’s contributions in their

broader context. Four key themes emerge: the need to measure plasticity

across both space and time; the importance of the past in predicting the

future; the importance of the link between plasticity and sexual selection;

and the need to understand more about the nature of selection on plasticity

itself. We conclude by advocating the need for cross-disciplinary collabor-

ations to settle the question of whether plasticity will promote or retard

species’ rates of adaptation to ever-more stressful environmental conditions.

This article is part of the theme issue ‘The role of plasticity in phenotypic

adaptation to rapid environmental change’.
1. Introduction

‘The love of complexity without reductionism makes art; the love of complexity with
reductionism makes science’

E.O. Wilson [1]
Phenotypic plasticity is the ability of an individual genotype to produce different

phenotypes in response to the environment. Since plasticity is a property of the

individual, it is often hailed as a rapid-response mechanism that will enable

organisms to adapt and survive in our rapidly changing world (sometimes

termed ‘plastic rescue’) [2–4]. But plasticity can also retard adaptation by shifting

the distribution of phenotypes in the population closer to the optimum, thus

shielding genes from natural selection [5]. In addition, plasticity can be
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maladaptive, meaning that it does not always facilitate selection

for adaptive genotypes [6,7]. Our theme issue aims to bring

together these tensions that surround the precise nature of plas-

ticity and to provide a re-examination of the role of plasticity in

phenotypic adaptation to rapid environmental change.

The scope of this theme issue, and by extension the research

interests it encompasses, are broad. This is partially reflected in

the diverse fields of our editorial group and of contributors to

this theme issue (ecology, quantitative-genetics, biomedical

science, experimental evolutionary biology, epigenetics, geno-

mics and molecular biology). Yet we have all ended up

struggling to answer the same kinds of questions. How will

the performance of populations and species respond to environ-

mental change? What is the respective contribution of evolution

and plasticity in determining rates of adaptation or in facilitat-

ing species’ persistence? Meanwhile, the contextual landscape

of the research agenda is shifting. A debate between those

who consider ‘plasticity-first’ to promote adaptation and

those for whom adaptive responses occur via genetic changes

alone, with plasticity buffering those genetic responses, sim-

mers on [8–12]. However, we operate now in a time when it

is hard to find a study that rejects plasticity as a potential

source of adaptation to novel environments. To our mind, the

debate now centres on the distinction between when plasticity

is an adaptation (itself the result of evolution via natural selec-

tion), or simply yields an adaptive outcome (i.e. fortuitously

increases fitness) [7,13]. Our aim for this theme issue is not to

dwell on distinctions or discord but to help integrate different

perspectives and focus attention on common ground: to high-

light the growing consensus view of plasticity and adaptive

evolution [14].

There is almost universal acknowledgement that plasticity

has an important role to play in species’ adaptation to human-

induced environmental change [4,14]. As Merilä & Hendry [7]

point out, it could be argued that the pendulum has now

swung so far that plasticity is treated as the null model for phe-

notypic change under environmental variation and rejected

only if direct evidence of genetic change is recorded. It is

important to step back and re-examine our current under-

standing of the role of phenotypic plasticity relative to
adaptive evolution in promoting adaptation to novel environ-

ments. We highlight here the fact that different types of

plasticity act on very different timescales and are not all of

equal importance when it comes to adaptation to rapid

environmental change. Understanding the mechanisms regu-

lating plasticity will be important in determining whether a

particular response is adaptive (highlighted by Snell-Rood

et al. [4]) and many of the contributions to this theme issue

reiterate this point. For example, behavioural plasticity is typi-

cally assumed to be a low-cost, rapid response. But, depending

on the underlying mechanism, behavioural plasticity is either

activational (high-cost, but quick response) or developmental

(lower-cost but slower-acting and with more integrated

response outcomes) [15]. Similarly, transgenerational plasticity

(TGP) is likely to operate on a slower timescale that puts it

more on a par with adaptive evolution [16–18]. The type

and mechanism of plasticity involved will therefore affect the

costs incurred by the individual and determine whether the

plasticity is likely to be adaptive on a timescale relevant to

the pace of environmental change. In their recent review,

Snell-Rood et al. [4] argue that highly adaptive plasticity is

likely to be the most costly and slow-acting form, resulting

in less pronounced evolutionary responses at the overall
population level. Accordingly, plasticity may buy time for

populations, but whether it will be enough, given the rate of

environmental change, is unknown. We cannot assume that

plasticity, just because it acts at the level of the individual, is

a faster-acting mechanism of adaptation than evolution arising

through differential survival of genotypes. Depending on the

nature and speed of the environmental change, either evol-

utionary rescue, plastic rescue or a combination of the two

may bring about population recovery and persistence. This

theme issue does not pretend to encompass all the current

research approaches, nor the wealth of research knowledge

that already exists in the studies of phenotypic plasticity, G x E

interactions and rates of population fitness evolution via natural

selection. Instead, our aim is to concentrate on the interplay

between adaptive evolution and plasticity, placing them

together in the context of environmental change.

The contributions to this theme issue fit into four broad

themes. First, the multidimensional nature of the challenge of

determining the role of plasticity in adaptation to novel environ-

ments. This theme issue highlights the fact that the study of

plasticity and its potential to be adaptive needs to be inclusive

of time and space. Our second theme is the role of the past in

predicting the future. Here we highlight the fact that predicting

levels of expression of phenotypic plasticity within a population

into the future requires an understanding of the influence of past

environmental changes on current levels of plasticity. Our third

theme centres on the role of sexual selection and mate choice as

an understudied, yet crucial, aspect of determining the role of

phenotypic plasticity in adaptation to novel environments.

Finally, by taking a somewhat reductionist view of plasticity

as equivalent to condition-dependence, the fourth theme of

the issue emerges: that of plasticity as a ‘Matthew effect’—initial

advantages lead to further cumulative advantages. This pro-

vides a context in which one can start to understand why

inter-individual patterns are predictable.
2. The space – time continuum: plasticity across
multiple dimensions

‘Nothing remains the same from one moment to the next, you
can’t step in the same river twice’ (Ursula K. Le Guin [19])
The need to understand plasticity through time in relation to

rapid environmental change is evidenced by the number of

papers within this theme issue that explore cross-generational

exposure, using a range of focal species [20–23]. These studies

highlight key questions and challenges in relation to identify-

ing phenotypic adaptation. One such question is whether

transgenerational transmission depends on parent-of-origin,

which is important to understand in relation to mechanisms

and adaptive potential. In Emborski & Mikheyev’s study

[21] on fruit flies (Drosophila melanogaster), some phenotypic

traits (triglyceride level) showed parent-of-origin effects,

while others (sugar level) did not. In addition, both Fuxjäger

et al. [20] and Emborski & Mikheyev [21] demonstrate that

phenotypic changes can be sex-specific. When the focus is at

the individual level, trade-offs between traits can occur,

which could reduce adaptive potential with transgenerational

exposure, as seen in the polychaete (Ophryotrocha labronica)

[23]. Furthermore, these studies find evidence that trade-offs

can be amplified when there are multiple stressors, which is

likely to be a common scenario for most species in the future.
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Another important aspect of phenotypic adaptation is the

interplay between within- and transgenerational plasticity

and how environmental conditions experienced by the pre-

vious and current generation interact. In this theme issue

both Fuxjäger et al. [20] and Baker et al. [22] highlight that

beneficial (i.e. adaptive) TGP can be context-dependent.

In sticklebacks (Gasterosteus aculeatus), parental exposure to

elevated water temperature was beneficial for mating success,

but only when offspring also developed in the elevated ther-

mal conditions [20]. For the annual plant, the redshank

(Polygonum persicaria), parental shade increased the reproduc-

tive output of progeny in neighbour and understory shade

conditions but decreased that of progeny in sunny dry con-

ditions [22]. In cases such as these, TGP could be adaptive

if environmental conditions are changing directionally but

maladaptive if environmental conditions vary erratically

either though time (greater environmental variation is a

future projection for many ecosystems) or space (i.e. between

patches or across a species range).

One key factor to emphasize is ‘environmental condition’, as

the plastic response within-generations and across-generations

depends on environmental cues that are used to make behav-

ioural and life-history choices [24]. However, when these cues

are altered, for instance, by anthropogenic change, their

reliability may be diminished. Well-documented examples

include the impact of polarized light pollution on insect species

that typically use water reflection as a cue for suitable breeding

sites, but can be tricked into laying on artificial polarizing sur-

faces. This change towards a lower-quality environment,

triggered by a decline in the reliability of the cue, has been

labelled an ‘ecological trap’ [25]. In this theme issue, Bonamour

et al. [26] highlight the need to evaluate the reliability of environ-

mental cues to understand how adaptive plastic responses might

be. Their review and case study on avian phenology provides a

helpful guide for researchers attempting to understand the

effects of global change at the ecological level.

Of course, from a conservation perspective, projecting

species’ responses to environmental change requires a wider

understanding: not just the response of a single population,

but of the numerous populations that make up a species. The

responses and persistence of species in the face of environmental

change relate to the combination of phenotypic plasticity, genetic

diversity and selection and their interaction with ecological

processes of dispersal and migration across a species’ range.

These aspects are rarely considered holistically and for most

species, an understanding of their interplay is not available. In

distribution modelling of species, however, the importance of

factors such as local adaptation and plasticity can be clearly

observed as their inclusion results in dramatic shifts in predicted

ranges [27–31]. In this theme issue, Donelson et al. [32] discuss

how, for marine species, ecological and evolutionary processes

(migration, plasticity, selection) in response to ocean warming

are likely to play out differently depending on the location

within a species’ range. They describe a conceptual model and

outline general expectations for adaptive processes operating

in a species’ range, as well as evidence currently available in

support of those expectations. They discuss potential appli-

cations of their model to project community-level responses of

marine organisms to environmental change and highlight

the challenges that still exist for empiricists to collect relevant

data that will allow for the incorporation of plastic and adaptive

process into projections of population responses to climate

change.
3. Genetic accommodation, assimilation and the
role of the past in predicting the future

‘The past is never dead. It’s not even past’

(W. Faulkner, Requiem for a Nun [33])
The ability of species to respond to future environmental

change will not be independent of previous environmental

experience. Historical conditions impose selection, resulting in

the adaptation of populations to the range, average, extreme

and/or variation in conditions experienced. Owing to the

costs associated with sensing and responding to environmental

change via phenotypic plasticity [34], it is often thought that

species that have not experienced environmental fluctuations

will have limited capacity to respond phenotypically to future

change. On a broad scale, there is good empirical evidence to

support this, with plasticity varying depending on the level of

environmental heterogeneity within and between patches/

populations [35,36]. Genetic variation is known to be an impor-

tant predictor of plastic and adaptive potential. For example,

reduced genetic variation owing to strong positive selection

or limitations on recruitment or migration can reduce the

capacity for phenotypic plasticity [2,37,38]. Alternatively,

traits that were once plastic can become fixed or expressed con-

stitutively in the population (i.e. genetic assimilation [39]). The

existence and prevalence of genetic assimilation are still contro-

versial, but it has the potential to play an influential role in how

species respond to rapid environmental change.

The importance and magnitude of the interaction between

genetic variation and phenotypic plasticity in spatially adapted

populations is still unclear. Here, Kelly [40] tackles the thorny

issue of how we can advance our understanding of whether

populations will persist via plasticity or adaptation, or a combi-

nation of the two. She suggests several useful proxies (space-

for-time substitutions, estimates of genomic divergence at envir-

onmentally responsive gene loci) that could be used as ways of

determining the relative contributions of the two in responses to

climate change. The evidence presented in Kelly’s review

suggests that evolutionary changes play a significant role in

adaptation to climate change, but it is still uncertain as to

whether that role is more or less important than the contribution

of evolving plasticity—or even whether evolving plasticity more

often facilitates or retards evolutionary rescue. In terms of the

latter conundrum, her prescription is twofold: (1) more exper-

imental evolution studies that test whether greater genetic

variation for plasticity in a population increases the probability

of persistence (i.e. plastic rescue) and (2) comparative studies

using invasive species to test whether more successful invaders

have greater genetic variation for plasticity. If taken up, the pre-

scription would facilitate our understanding of the potential for

populations or species to adapt to environmental change via the

route of plasticity followed by assimilation of plastic phenotypes

and allow us to make predictions regarding population persist-

ence based on our understanding of past changes in plasticity:

using the past to predict the future.

Of course, the environment also has a past, one through

which the phenotypic and genetic variation we observe

today in natural populations has arisen and been maintained.

However, the variation we observe at this particular point in

time may not be the full story, and the past may provide

some additional clues. Salinas et al. [41] investigate the effect

of extreme thermal environments on cryptic variation and

phenotypic plasticity. This so-called ‘hidden’ variation is a
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critical component of the adaptive capacity of populations

because, under novel conditions, it generates heritable pheno-

typic variation [42]. Increased trait variation can lead to

significant ecological and evolutionary changes. Although

some empirical support for this claim exists, it is also well

established that physiological mechanisms change when

organisms are exposed to constant versus fluctuating tempera-

tures. Salinas et al. [41] test this idea by analysing the effects

of novel extreme temperatures and thermal variation on life-

history and morphological traits of fathead minnow,

Pimephales promelas. Their results are consistent with the temp-

erature–size rule; mean values of the traits decreased as

temperatures increased. This was evident for both constant

and fluctuating conditions. However, the overall variance in

length-at-age and CTmax was lower under the more stressful

conditions of fluctuating temperatures than when tempera-

tures were constant, which is suggestive of strong genetic

correlations between stressful and benign environments. As

Salinas et al. [41] point out, this means that the shape of the

reaction norm under past conditions can be an important pre-

dictor of trait values under environmental stress, highlighting

again the importance of the past in predicting the future.
80174
4. It matters who you mate with: the
importance of sex

‘What is the meaning of life? . . .. I’m afraid the answer is
disappointingly simple: Mating. That’s it’.

(Oliver Markus [43])
The third theme of our special theme issue tackles the topic of

sexual selection and its relationship with plasticity and adap-

tation to novel environments. As Fox et al. [44] point out, the

effects of plasticity on adaptation to novel environments

matter little if individuals that exhibit plasticity do not mate

more often than those that do not. The process of adaptation

requires an increase in mean population fitness over time.

Since sexual selection (a selection that arises from differential

mating success among competing individuals) often results in

‘healthier’ males having higher mating success, it should

result in accelerated ‘purging’ of mutations from the genome

[45,46], and an associated increase in female fitness through

time [47,48]. Sexual selection should therefore promote adap-

tation to novel environments if there is a positive genetic

correlation between male sexual traits and female fitness, and
if additive genetic variance persists under conditions of stress

in the novel environment, and if these advantageous male

traits are still reliable indicators of female fitness in the novel

environment [49]. Despite the appeal of the argument that

sexual selection is beneficial, both experimental evidence

(reviewed in [50,51]) and theoretical models [52] are equivocal.

We therefore still know relatively little about how sexual selec-

tion will affect species’ response to global change. Adding

phenotypic plasticity into the mix means having to consider

further how the plastic expression of sexual traits affects the

strength and direction of sexual selection in novel environments.

Beyond that, we can also ask how sexual selection, occurring

predominantly as male–male competition, female mate-choice

and sperm competition, might itself favour the evolution of

plasticity by selecting for males with greater plasticity.

However, as others have previously noted, there are several

sticking points in the claim that sexual selection promotes
adaptation. First, do condition-dependent male sexual traits

actually elevate female reproductive output [50,53]? Second,

is sexual selection in males always stronger than in females?

(In other words, does sexual selection really purge deleterious

alleles at a faster rate than natural selection?) [54]. Third, can

additive genetic variance be maintained under sexual selection

when the environment is changing rapidly [55]? Finally, is

intra-locus sexual conflict (owing to sexually antagonistic

genes that increase male mating success but lower female repro-

ductive output) reduced under novel environmental conditions

[56,57]? The evidence remains equivocal, so we are still unable

to state whether sexual selection promotes or retards adaptation

under environmental change. There is even less certainty when

we add plasticity to the mix. If one considers the role of female

reproductive output in determining population extinction risk

under global change, it is surprising that so few studies address

the combined effects of plasticity and sexual selection on rates

of adaptation.

In this theme issue, Fox et al. [44] review the existing litera-

ture, noting that asking how plasticity in sexually selected

traits affects adaptation to rapid environmental change can be

pragmatically reduced to asking if condition-dependent and

socially dependent expression of male traits elevates female

lifetime reproductive success. The other two contributions in

this section tackle aspects of this question from an empirical

perspective. Kelly et al. [58] ask whether females preferentially

choose males who sire more plastic offspring. They find that,

in spadefoot toads, male call rates (a signal used by females to

choose mates) not only predict the degree of morphological plas-

ticity of the offspring they sire, but that offspring with higher

morphological plasticity have higher fitness. The male sexual

signals may therefore be honest signals of adaptive plasticity,

so sexual selection favours the evolution of plasticity. Assuming

that plasticity is adaptive in the particular environmental con-

text, sexual selection could then enhance the rate of adaptation

to local environmental conditions [58]. Fuxjäger et al. [20]

delve further into the idea that the transmission of plasticity

across generations can elevate the reproductive success of off-

spring. For the oceanic stickleback, paternal thermal history

had a significant effect on a son’s mating success under stressful

environmental conditions. In elevated temperature conditions,

the sons of male sticklebacks reared at the same temperature

as their fathers were more successful at attracting females to

breed than sons whose fathers had been raised at lower water

temperatures. This suggests that cross-generational plasticity

might play a role in elevating the reproductive success of sons.

At the elevated water temperature, females chose to breed

with smaller males regardless of their own size, suggestive of

adaptive plasticity in female mate-choice under altered environ-

mental conditions. However, as Fox et al. [44] point out, the key

to population survival under environmental change is the repro-

ductive success of daughters. In the study by Fuxjäger et al. [20],

female mating success and clutch size were significantly lower at

elevated temperatures, but the daughters of parents reared at the

higher temperatures were not negatively impacted, suggesting

that TGP of male body size could elevate the reproductive

success of their daughters.
5. Plasticity as a ‘Matthew effect’

‘The rich get richer and the poor get poorer’ (Percy Bysshe
Shelley, A defence of poetry [59])
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The term ‘Matthew effect’ refers to the theory that initial

advantages lead to further cumulative advantages. The

term has been adopted in multiple fields (see [60]), including

perhaps most famously in education where it is used to

encapsulate the idea that early acquisition of reading skills

gives an advantage to the bearer once learning becomes

dependent on reading ability and the gap in learning out-

comes between the ‘fast’ and ‘slow’ readers becomes

accentuated [61]. The condition-dependence of plasticity

could, arguably, be viewed in the same way as setting up a

‘Matthew effect’ in individual rates of adaptation, whereby

high-condition individuals have the opportunity to show

adaptive, plastic responses to rapid environmental change

and low-condition individuals fall by the wayside. The con-

dition-dependent nature of plasticity is a fundamental but

often disregarded aspect to be borne in mind when consider-

ing the effect of environmental change on population

persistence. It means that plasticity essentially functions

as an amplifier for traits that already show condition-

dependence (as is the case for many sexually selected traits

(see [44])), increasing the strength of the signal.

The physiological ‘tool-kit’ that individuals have at their

disposal (e.g. metabolic adjustments) in order to generate

rapid plastic responses will necessarily have been shaped by

evolutionary history. Physiological traits, although acting in

the short-term, therefore have a basis in longer-term, evol-

utionary timescales [62,63], meaning that initial advantages

could lead to further cumulative advantages. In animals,

metabolic adjustments involve changes in the rates of energy

uptake and allocation (i.e. metabolic rates) among competing

functions at the whole-organism level (i.e. maintenance,

reproduction, growth, storage), which are conditioned by the

capacity of mitochondria to provide sufficient aerobic energy

at the cellular level (ATP) [64]. Here, Norin & Metcalfe [65]

explore this theoretical framework with the aim of clarifying

our understanding of the physiological/cellular mechanisms

underlying plasticity of metabolic rates, the associated cost/

benefits of metabolic plasticity, and the potential evolutionary

responses of these traits to environmental change. As with

many other physiological traits, metabolic rates can be

highly plastic in response to changes in either the animal’s

internal state or its environment. However, the degree of phe-

notypic plasticity differs among components of the metabolic

budget (i.e. metabolic ceiling and floor) owing to energetic

constraints and differences in energy demands of tissues and

organs. Moreover, the plasticity of metabolic rates can vary

across time within individuals (i.e. owing to seasonal changes),

as well as among individuals (i.e. intra-population differences

in energy demands) and populations (i.e. owing to local adap-

tation), all of which suggests that phenotypic plasticity of

metabolic rate is context-dependent and promotes the resili-

ence of organisms and populations to environmental

changes, with short-term benefits in terms of energy savings

during stressful conditions. However, plastic metabolic rates

also have associated costs and limitations in terms of trade-

offs that result from changes in energy allocation among

organismal functions. The balance between costs and benefits

of having flexible metabolic rates and the amount of additive

genetic variation in these traits will ultimately determine the

capacity of organisms and populations to cope with and

adapt in changing environments.

The phenotypic plasticity of individual traits can vary

across geographical scales depending on the particular
environmental (i.e. local climate) and genetic contexts of

natural populations (e.g. [66]). In principle, this geographical

variation in phenotypic plasticity has the potential to create

gradients of selection across the species’ distribution, influen-

cing the evolutionary dynamics of populations [67] and their

adaptive capacity in changing environments (e.g. [68]).

However, despite these assumptions, we are still far from

understanding the extent to which phenotypic plasticity con-

stitutes an adaptive response to changing environmental

conditions, and hence the nature of selection on plasticity

itself [69]. In this theme issue, Arnold et al. [70] address this

major gap in our knowledge by conducting a review and

meta-analysis of selection on thermal phenotypic plasticity.

Considering the large body of literature documenting ther-

mal plasticity, it is surprising that only very few studies

have estimated coefficients of selection on measures of plas-

ticity. These studies do not provide strong support for

selection on plasticity, with the majority of estimates of direc-

tional selection on plasticity being weak and non-significant,

and no evidence for selection on plasticity overall. Perhaps,

then, initial advantages of plasticity do not lead to further

cumulative advantages, and plasticity itself is not subject to

a Matthew effect? More studies are needed before we can

generalize their findings at a broader scale, but the analysis

of selection on plasticity is still challenging and a major con-

straint. In order to deal with these issues, Arnold et al. [70]

propose a promising statistical approach based on multi-

variate mixed models to estimate plasticity (as reaction

norm slope) and selection on plasticity jointly in a single

step of the analysis, thus avoiding the problems of having

to do ‘statistics-on-statistics’.

As both the strength and shape of selection are key

elements that impact the speed at which populations can

evolve, determining whether selection in nature targets plas-

ticity itself is of paramount importance. This is particularly

relevant if we want to understand how organisms respond

to fluctuating environments and whether they will be able

to adapt in the face of climate change [71].
6. Conclusion
How species and populations can respond to modified

environmental conditions is critical to their persistence both

now and especially with the ever-increasing pace of environ-

mental change. There is no doubt that the capacity of

individuals to display phenotypic plasticity, as well as the

capacity for adaptation to occur at the population level, will

determine the winners and losers under future anthropogenic

environmental change. A significant amount of research

effort is currently dedicated to understanding and predicting

likely biological responses to climate change, yet processes

of plasticity and adaptation are often considered independent

of each other. However the two should be viewed synergisti-

cally, because they are not independent. In compiling the

articles for this theme issue, our aim has been to present a

balanced assessment of plasticity and the role it could play

in either aiding or hindering species’ adaption to rapid

environmental change. To do so, we have brought together

contributors from across biological disciplines, all of whom

come with different perspectives on the relative roles of

plasticity and evolution in determining species’ ability to

persist and adapt to novel environments. The study
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systems of our contributors are equally broad, covering

plants, invertebrates, amphibians, birds and marine and

freshwater fishes.

There are many topics that, for practical reasons of space,

we have not been able to address in this theme issue, includ-

ing the molecular mechanisms underpinning plasticity—an

important field that could potentially be the subject of its

own special issue. After all, the genome and, more especially,

its regulation must be highly dynamic to allow for plasticity

to occur and we need to learn more about both genetic and

epigenetic mechanisms to understand how climate stressors

can influence and shape genomes, transcriptomes and the

epigenome, in particular, across generations. In recent

years, considerable effort has been expended on trying to

understand the molecular, genomic and epigenomic mechan-

isms underlying responses to climate stressors across a

variety of species and populations, including fish [72–76],

corals [77,78], other invertebrates [79–81] and plants

(review: [82]). In the process, we have substantially increased

our knowledge of the molecular mechanisms underlying

plasticity (e.g. [72]), as well as the interplay between genetic

variation and TGP [40,73], and the importance of the role

of local adaptation [83].

Although much work has already been done to uncover

the molecular processes underpinning plasticity, we are just

scratching the surface and many questions remain. The ulti-

mate goal is an understanding of how plasticity and genetic

variation influence each other and, as a consequence, the

extinction risk of a population under environmental stress.

To reach this goal will require knowledge of, among other

things, the extent of the parental contribution to offspring

plasticity and the full suite of epigenetic mechanisms control-

ling plasticity. Recent moves towards the establishment of

more interdisciplinary teams from across the various strands

of biology represent an important acknowledgement that no

one strand has the answer. Insights from evolutionary

biology, ecology, physiology and molecular biology are

required. Success will come from a combination of field-

based ecological studies, long-term life-history datasets,

laboratory-based experimental evolution and the latest

advances in genomics [84]. In almost every discussion that

we have had with theoreticians and empiricists regarding

the link between plasticity and adaptive evolution, we inevi-

tably end up back at the ‘big questions’. To what extent is

plasticity adaptive? What are the costs and limitations of

plasticity? What environmental and organismal character-

istics favour the evolution of plasticity (cf. [85])? The fact

that we are still grappling with the fundamentals of the
problem impacts on our ability to come up with real-world, pre-

scriptive solutions to the applied conservation and ecosystem

management challenges that are already being posed by rapid

environmental change. But this is not a cause for despair.

Instead, our interpretation is more positive: there is still so

much left to answer, and we, as scientists, must rise to the chal-

lenge. It is our job to find solutions and an interdisciplinary

approach appears to be the best way forward.

It is often said that we have moved beyond the consider-

ation of plasticity as a ‘nuisance’ to an acceptance of its

fundamental role in an organism’s response to changing

environmental conditions [86]. While we agree that the

study of plasticity, or GxE, is now well-and-truly at the fore-

front of evolutionary and ecological studies, we suggest that

until there exists a more complete understanding of plastic

responses under heterogeneous environments (based on

empirical experimentation) and a theoretical framework

for predicting the optimal multi-trait response to condition-

dependence, the question of whether plasticity will be

adaptive under future environmental change remains some-

thing of a ‘nuisance’. We cannot ignore it, however, so let

us put our collective expertise and wisdom to the task of

determining the role of plasticity in phenotypic adaptation to

rapid environmental change. The 12 articles in this theme

issue represent the latest ideas and approaches by researchers

from a range of disciplines, backgrounds and study systems.

Our hope is that by bringing these different approaches

under one roof, we can inspire cross-fertilization of ideas

and sow the seeds of new collaborations.
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